VALUE PROPOSITION

XoomConnect,
accelerating and
simplifying the
integration between
your Procurement
tools and financial
systems

Need to integrate your Procurement
Platform into your ERP but not sure how?
Your financial systems are the backbone of your
business and integrating Procurement Technology
into these systems can be a real headache if you
don’t have the right strategy, experience and tools.
That’s where XoomConnect comes in.
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What is XoomConnect?
Developed by Xoomworks, XoomConnect accelerates and simplifies
the technical integration between your Procurement tools and
financial systems, saving you time and money through implementation
and lowering ongoing maintenance costs.
With XoomConnect we can accelerate the integration of the systems
in your portfolio by as much as 50%, much faster and less costly than
having to engage a third party to provide your integration. Using
XoomConnect and integration experts from Xoomworks we can
integrate with virtually any ERP, ensuring you’re up and running quickly
and making the most out of your technology investment.

Key benefits
Saves time and money: by reducing integration effort. It
typically cuts integration effort and costs by over 50%
Reduces risk by using a proven solution: Integrating the
different systems in your landscape as part of a procurement
technology implementation can be time consuming and
expensive. It is also the most common phase of a project that
results in delays. XoomConnect mitigates that risk by using a
tried and tested solution.
ERP independent: XoomConnect works with many ERP’s
including the latest technologies such as SAP S/4 HANA

How it works
XoomConnect saves you time and money by
replacing or working alongside your existing
middleware and leveraging our pre-built
adapters and configurations for many ERP’s.

XoomConnect provides three modular layers
to ensure you get value-added integration:

Use only what you need: XoomConnect is modular (P2P config,
middleware, ERP-side), so we can advise you on selecting the
elements you really need
Speeds up implementation: As procurement specialists we are
experienced in Procurement Technology and Systems Integration
and can advise on the best solution that fits your requirements.
Continuous upgrading, maintenance and support: Because
XoomConnect is hosted in the cloud, it is updated and tested
for new technology releases from software vendors, keeping
your systems working seamlessly and meaning you don’t have
to worry.

XoomConfig provides template configurations
for your procurement tools in the form of
blueprints pre-built with the financial and
organisational data models for many of the
common ERPs.

XoomControl provides a management layer
to administer the connected systems in your
environment, including the mapping of data,
scheduling of master and transactional data
integrations and error handling tools.

XoomERP provides a pre-built plugin installed
on your ERP instance to retrieve the required
master data and post business transactions.

XoomConnect supports integration build
acceleration for the most common ERP’s, and
will work with any ERP able to integrate via
web services meaning you don’t have to build
connections from scratch using expensive
internal or 3rd party resources.

Why Xoomworks and XoomConnect?
Xoomworks has been implementing and integrating
procurement solutions into businesses for years. This means we
understand very clearly where you are likely to face the biggest
challenges and impacts on your projects.
Every business has a different technical landscape, different
finance systems and different technical skillsets, but that
doesn’t mean the integration journey needs to start from a
clean sheet of paper.
Using our integration experience from many successful projects
we have developed the XoomConnect platform to accelerate
and simplify integration between your chosen procurement
tools and your ERP systems.

About Xoomworks
Xoomworks is a niche consultancy and outsourcing company that specialises in procurement. Based in UK and Europe, we are a team comprised
of technical, business and behavioural consultants, and senior procurement experts. Our complete procurement proposition addresses both the
mechanics and behaviours of procurement that drive the greatest value for organisations.
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